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2021 OFDA Convention
Scheduled for May 11-13th
Seaside Convention Center
Relevant topics and presenters
Golf for a good cause!
A time to reconnect, recharge, & renew
A record number of vendors with new products
and services to offer!
Shorter sessions & breakout sessions
CE for Preneed Insurance
And an amazing closing installation banquet
you will not want to miss.
Featuring Justin James, Comedy Hypnotist
and hosted by Mark Musgrove
Take this opportunity to re-engage with your colleagues!
Please watch for more information coming soon!
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Executive Director’s Letter

To our Membership:

Hello fellow members of OFDA and interested parties, I hope this finds you & your families/staffs
healthy as we continue to navigate this historic time
in our careers. I also hope that the dissemination of
information coming from OFDA has been helpful with
COVID related issues, and that you consider OFDA as
a strong resource for getting your questions answered. It’s easy to use a new year to reflect on the
previous one. And there is no shortage of material
for that! COVID, wildfires, contentious elections, cancellation of convention (twice), abandoning our district meetings, & of course the loss of our executive
director Rick Harvey. But there is light, and it’s
bright. The transition to new trust administrator FSI,
transition to new OFDA board leadership, continued
relationship building with the OMCB and other state
agencies, an exciting convention upcoming in May,
and probably the most significant positive of
all…….our
our membership is growing. Funeral firms and
vendors throughout the state are seeing the value of
OFDA membership and new members are helping to
fuel the momentum our association is building. Our
voice, relevancy, and respect as a resource are being noted as reasons for applying for membership.
We can all be proud that our industry is recognizing
the value of OFDA membership. With each new
member we become stronger. New members in
2020 include:
Herland Forest Cemetery
Cascade Cremation & Burial
Southern Oregon Cremation Services
Skyline Memorial Gardens & Funeral Home
The Forest Conservation Burial Ground
Bateman Carroll Funeral Home
Eternal Wings
Rapid Response Bio Clean
Bolante.Net
OpusXenta
Oregon Health Authority
BioOnePDX
Michelle Imam Bakhsh
Thank you to all of our new members! We hope that
OFDA membership strengthens your business, just
as you are strengthening ours! I can’t stress enough
how hard both of your forward thinking boards (OFDA
& NFTS) under the leadership of Alan Burns and
Marc Lund respectively, as well as executive assistant Mia Sullivan are working on your behalf. And
thank you to your past leaders Jerome Daniel, Jeff
Musgrove, and Gene Drake for their time, service,
and diligence!! They all worked SO hard on your behalf. Please save the dates of May 11-13 for an
amazing convention. More on that to come!! Be
well, and please lean on Mia and myself for anything
we can be helpful with.

Thank you for the great honor of choosing me to be
your President of OFDA. Our actions as professionals
in this industry have changed in many ways over the
years and we have had to make those changes.
From formal traditional faith based services to direct
burial and cremation arrangements, with life
centered services based on the person who passed
away and serving our families in a more casual
and semi formal surroundings. But at the same time
still keeping our professional attitude and standards
to our work. We are here to help those in need.
Over the last year we have had so many changes
from our dear friend Rick Harvey passing, to the
stress of the pandemic and state shutdown off and
on when it comes to family gatherings. But what is
still constant is this organization’s commitment to
the our profession. I have noticed in my community
that when officials talk about emergency situations
we are mostly the last one to be thought of but
we are always the first one they call. This year we
have also had another tragic event with Wild Fires
and I would like to give a great big thank you to
Wally Ordeman for not only staying on task, but for
keeping our profession in the emergency
management’s thoughts and visiting Management
disaster sites like many others in our membership
have done.
Our organization is in Good Hands and our future
looks good. I would hope everyone would remember
to always take our profession seriously and never for
granted, but never get so busy making a living that
you forget to make a Life.
Sincerely yours,
Alan Burns
President
OFDA

Respectively,
Wally Ordeman
OFDA Executive Director
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Oregon Funeral Directors
Association Selects FSI As Trust
Administration Partner
Partnership provides members with enhanced trust reporting
and recordkeeping as well as complimentary access to digital
tools and resources
Reprinted from a FSI Press Release, 11/19/2020
The Oregon Funeral Directors Association (OFDA), the state’s
largest funeral service association, announced today that it
has expanded and strengthened its trust program, National
Funeral Trust Service, by selecting Funeral Services, Inc. (FSI)
as its trust administration partner. Through the trust
recordkeeping and administration services provided by FSI,
members will enjoy enhanced reporting, as well as more
efficient and secure processing of preneed contracts.
Additionally, Oregon funeral directors participating in OFDA’s
National Funeral Trust Service can immediately begin
leveraging many of FSI’s digital tools and resources at no cost.
These tools include the ability to generate and sign error-free,
compliant preneed contracts digitally; sell contracts on a
firm’s website; and manage an entire trust program and its
contracts in one location, 24/7. FSI has been offering and
innovating these solutions for the deathcare industry for more
than 15 years.
“As an organization that serves more than 72 funeral homes
across the state, OFDA’s collaboration with FSI is an exciting
step forward with providing our members the solutions they
require to effectively serve their families, grow and ensure
sustainability into the future.” said Marc Lund, president of
the OFDA trust board, and Wally Ordeman, executive director
of OFDA. “Our members can now enjoy increased access and
transparency into the records of their trust program, along
with the opportunity to leverage more resources than ever
before. We look forward to watching our members thrive with
this new partnership.”
Firms participating in OFDA’s National Funeral Trust Service
will now receive detailed monthly statements that itemize all
earnings and expenses of the trust and report the firm’s
account and contracts at market value. If they choose to do
so, members may also log into an online account to view or
download any of these statements, current of historic, at any
time.

“FSI is a company founded by deathcare professionals with
only one goal in mind: empowering funeral directors and
cemeterians to serve their families to the best of their ability,”
said Bill Williams, president and CEO of FSI. “Our partnership
with the Oregon Funeral Directors Association enables us to
support firms across the state so they can spend less time on
admin and more time on what matters most: serving their
families and communities.”
To learn more about the trust program, please contact OFDA
at 503.639.1186 or admin@ofda.org
About Funeral Services, Inc.
Funeral Services, Inc. (FSI) specializes in the administration,
recordkeeping and support of preneed and perpetual care
trusts for cemeteries, funeral homes, deathcare industry
associations and financial institutions. With more than 300
years of combined industry experience, FSI ensures trust and
sales programs are operating at maximum efficiency through
unmatched security, convenience, speed, compliance and
cutting-edge technology. Over the course of more than 40
years, FSI has grown to serve over 1,200 individual firms
located in 20+ states and administers more than 200
deathcare trusts across the nation for publicly and
privately-owned entities. For more information, please visit
www.FSITrust.com.

Download Your 2020
NFDA Convention
CE Certificates
Reprinted from NFDA.org, 11/13/2020
If you attended the 2020 NFDA Virtual International
Convention & Expo, it is your responsibility to submit CE
certificates to your state or province licensing board/s and/
or the Academy of Professional Funeral Service Practice
(APFSP), as required by their guidelines.
Your CE certificates are now available for download from the
NFDA website:
Log into the NFDA website, www.nfda.org/my-profile
Select “Education History & Certifications” from the menu on
the left side of the page.
If you have any questions, please call your NFDA member
services representative at 800-228-6332.

FSI, a firm that has served the deathcare industry for more
than 40 years, also brings enhanced data security to the trust
program. The firm is SSAE-18 Type II compliant – one of the
only trust administrators with this certification. To achieve
SSAE-18 Type II certification, which helps ensure the accuracy
of financial information, an independent third party audits and
verifies FSI’s reporting procedures. For OFDA and its
members, this certification mitigates the costs, risks and
liabilities associated with regulatory compliance for financial
reporting.
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Delays in Obtaining Military
Documents for Eligibility
Determinations

Help Wanted: The Daniel
Family Group In Bend

Reprinted from NFDA.org, Nov. 10, 2020

We have a wonderful opportunity to employ you, a
professional, highly skilled Funeral Director, or a highly
motivated apprentice looking for the best learning
environment.

NFDA recently received the following communiqué from the
Department of Veterans Affairs:
As you may be aware, the government's primary repository for
military personnel records, the National Personnel
Records Center (NPRC), has been closed pandemic. Due to
numerous COVID-19 exposures the NPRC has informed us
they have shut down most of their remaining operations
indefinitely. This decision negatively impacts our ability to
obtain documents to determine eligibility for interment in
national cemeteries.
We will continue to make every attempt to assist veterans and
their families, but if a service members records cannot be
obtained through any source other than NPRC, we may not be
able to make a timely eligibility determination. We ask you to
inform family members of this issue and ask them to search
for any additional military documents which may be in their
possession. Documents kept by the veteran may be the only
documents available at this time to verify his or her eligibility
for burial.
We also encourage you to ask family members to check the
following:
• Veteran Service Organizations (VSOs) such as the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) or the American Legion. These
organizations may have discharge documents on file for
members.
• Any orders the service member may have received or any
documents showing a military service number would be
helpful.
• County clerk of the county where the service member
would have returned from service. The service member
may have filed their documents with the county upon discharge from military service.
• If the service member has a set of dog tags, please send
a clear photograph of them to our agency.
Any additional information provided may improve our ability to
locate records. You may send any additional information or
documents by fax at 866.900.6417 or by email
at NCA.Scheduling@va.gov. Please follow up on the fax or
email with a phone call to 800.535.1117, Option 1, to alert us
to this additional information. We apologize for the delay and
thank you for your assistance in this emergency.
NFDA is aware the NPRC’s decision to close is going to be a
real hardship on funeral directors and families who need
documentation of an individual's military service. NFDA is
working with the Department of Veterans Affairs National
Cemetery Administration to help find a solution to this
unfortunate situation.
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Submitted by Jerome Daniel of the Daniel Family Group

Company Overview
Bend, Oregon, one of the most beautiful places on earth is
home to The Daniel Family Group of 5 funeral homes, 4
cemeteries and 3 crematoriums. Jerome and Dawna Daniel,
fourth generation Funeral Directors, own and operate this
tightly knit family enterprise. We employee 23 of the most
dedicated, caring people in our profession. As the result of a
senior Funeral Director retiring in October/November, we are
looking nationwide in an effort to find that wonderful person to
blend into our culture. We provide a clean healthy work
environment, competitive wages with health insurance. We
employ removal technicians.
Please take the time to imagine living in in the high desert
within minutes of The Cascade Mountain Range, the
backbone of the west coast. Mt. Bachelor Ski Area, one of the
best in the nation is only 25 minutes from our downtown
location. Go on line to check out Bend and Deschutes County
school districts, activities and businesses including the
Deschutes Brewery, 10 Barrel and twenty-five other world
renowned hand crafted breweries. The Deschutes river runs
through it, 25 lakes within 30 miles, golf galore 9 months out
of the year.
Please send your resume today
jdaniel@deschutesmemorialchapel.com
jdaniel@niswonger-reynolds.com

Help Wanted:
Litwiller-Simonsen
Funeral Home In Ashland
Submitted by Litwiller-Simonsen Funeral Home
Litwiller-Simonsen Funeral Home in Ashland has two current
job openings; for a Manager Funeral Director, and for an
Office Administrator - please see below for more information
and details on how to apply. PDF files of the job descriptions
are attached.
We have two positions open here in Beautiful Southern
Oregon – 1. Manager/ Licensed Funeral director (with or
without embalmer license) 2. Office Administrator (front desk)
All interested parties should send a cover letter and a current
resume to the assistant manager at:
samanthalyman@litwillersimonsen.com
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The Mt. Hood Funeral Service Program Needs Your Help!
Mt. Hood Community College Funeral Services Program has a
consistent need for bodies so students can get the necessary
personal experience in the lab (embalming, other preparation).
Transportation reimbursement is now available!
MHCC will pay $150.00 each way. Funeral homes can use this
program to offer free embalming to families - and the families
can know they are helping a great educational facility where
our new or future funeral directors and embalmers learn their
profession. If you bring us a body for embalming, and then
pick it up again, you can bill the college for $300.00.
It is essential that written permission
from the family be obtained
before bringing any bodies to the lab.
Indigent bodies may be embalmed as well.
For more information, contact Terri Makinson at
503.419.7967

We are working on the body acceptance process at this time,
and will keep the OFDA informed about
our embalming lab status.
The Communicator
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Who’s Supporting Our
“Last Responders?”
Ph.D. Psychologists and Counselors Offer to Reveal the Keys
to Building Resilience in Times of Stress.
Press Release Provided by Bolante.Net
Salem, Or. – As a student in years past at Mt. Hood Community College, Rebecca Bolante, now Rebecca Bolante, Ph.D.
(Bolante.NET), was deep into the world of Psychology. Noticing
others who dedicated themselves to studies in service fields
would soon become our “first-responders.” Many supports
were made available to assist these first-responders in their
careers, especially with their resiliency and mental health. She
then realized that others were just as dedicated to their studies in the human service industry, doing delicate work in the
mortuary science program. These are our “last responders.”
Undoubtedly worthy to receive the same attention and support
needed to maintain and increase their resilience and mental
health. It is easy to assume that professionals in mortuary
affairs have massive support to lean into when compounding
stressors start to “cave in” on individual providers - this is not
always the case.

Bolante continues, “Finally, I wish to thank you for the sensitive and delicate work that you do for our families and communities. We look forward to helping you and your communities
at times of loss and recovery, especially during this recent
time of increased distress, working through anticipatory grief
and angst, wondering what lies in front of us.”
As you consider what resources are available to you and your
clients, we invite the members of OFDA to call upon
Bolante.NET as a resource to assist in
•
•
•
•
•

Building capacity
Preparing for the demand
Engaging in the use of tools and strategies for resilience
To effectively reach our communities with forward-thinking
and planning
To build systems of support during times of crisis

Bolante.NET thanks you for your consideration.

As new OFDA Professional Affiliates, Bolante.NET is excited to
share its resources with you and your colleagues. Bolante.NET
and its network of professionals focus on bringing solutions in
disaster behavioral health and threat assessment services
with training, consultation, and research.
Dr. Robert Lundblad, Director of “The Research and Development NETwork within Bolante.NET, posed this question, “Who
is supporting the funeral home directors and staff during this
challenging time?” The arrival of the coronavirus pandemic
has changed the world for all of us in ways we could not anticipate. Bolante.NET mobilized its resources to assist communities and providers in addressing the pandemic and Oregon
wildfires' impacts. They are ready to provide support through
training and consultation from physical workplace safety concerns to emotional support services - before, during, and after
highly impacting community events.
Bolante says, “I was privileged to meet Cherie and Sean
Chase, who are OFDA members based in Medford, Oregon.
Cherie attended our remote sessions on ‘Compassion Fatigue
and Resiliency’ and ‘Just In Time/Psychological First Aid.’
Cherie and Sean graciously took time to explain Oregon's funeral services landscape and introduced me to OFDA's Executive Director, Wally Ordeman.”
From this connection, Wally Ordeman invited Bolante to join
OFDA as a Professional Associate to better understand the
profession and connect with the unsung service providers
across our State. Stepping toward those goals, Bolante says, “I
am excited to collaborate with many of you to further your
awareness of Bolante.NET and the solutions we offer as we
gain insight into your work and needs.”
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What Oregon Healthcare Professionals say about
Bolante.NET’s training…
“This training provided me with a much more structured
approach which... will make me more effective.”
“Expert speakers!”
“The validation of the challenges we face..., it helped
normalize compassion fatigue for me. I appreciated the real
world concepts and examples used, easy to understand and
apply to personal experiences.”
Join us for our Annual
Disaster Behavioral Health Conference
“Out of the Ashes”
February 9 & 10, 2021
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The 2021 OFDA Convention
Lessons Learned From 2020:
will be held
Four Trends That Will Impact
May 11-13th
the Deathcare Industry in 2021
at the Seaside Convention
4. More cyber criminals will try to hack your website
Center in Seaside, Oregon
No matter how much or how little you incorporate digital tools
into your firm, improving data security should become one of
your top priorities as quickly as possible (if it hasn’t already).
Cyber-criminal activity climbed sharply during the pandemic.
Cybersecurity firm Bitdefender reported that the number of
COVID-specific malware attacks increased 475% from February to March. A July 2020 report by data security experts
VMware Carbon Black estimates that 91% of businesses were
victims of cyber-attacks since the start of the pandemic.

Mark Your Calendars Now!

Despite the intimidating perception of hackers, minimizing the
threat of cyber breaches is not as daunting as it may seem
and shouldn’t be seen as a reason to avoid the integration of
technology into your firm. With the right resources and by
equipping your staff with a basic understanding of safeguards,
you can improve the security of your and your families’ information quickly.
First, companies should install robust software that allows
contracts and related documents to be securely shared internally within the company and externally with clients. That
means keeping sensitive information in preneed contracts
from being exchanged freely and without protection through
email. Tools exist for this information to be stored and sent
with encryption, which significantly limits your vulnerability.
Additionally, regular reminders to your staff on how they can
protect the company’s data will go a long way. From changing
passwords quarterly to even checking email addresses letterby-letter before sending any sensitive data, these simple actions should be part of your firm’s cybersecurity protocols.
Knowledge is power in the fight against hackers and your employees are the first line of defense in protecting your firm
against cyber criminals.
While there is still a high degree of economic uncertainty because of the pandemic, we’ve learned more lessons in one
year than ever before, all of which can be put into action to
enhance our service to families. Funeral directors and cemeterians who reflect on the challenges of 2020, focus on these
four trends and leverage them in their 2021 strategic plans
will be well positioned for success and to continue meeting
the needs of their communities.
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1. The adoption of digital tools will increase to meet families’ expectations
It is no secret that the deathcare business has lagged behind most other industries in adopting new technology. The
digital technologies that continue to reshape nearly every
industry imaginable will accelerate in 2021 as companies
navigate the uncharted waters of the pandemic.

www.ofda.org
Lessons Learned From 2020:
Four Trends That Will Impact
the Deathcare Industry in 2021
Reprinted from NFDA’s The Director, October 2020
Authored by Paul White,
Vice President of Client Development & Marketing, FSI
Decades into the future, 2020 will be remembered as the year
that brought new and significant challenges to the deathcare
industry. Yet with every challenge comes an opportunity to
learn and improve how you can better serve families and position your business for growth in 2021 and the years ahead.
Economically, our industry was not immune to the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic. Global revenue for the deathcare services market is expected to increase only 0.1% to $102 billion
in 2020, according to Nirvana Ltd. Fortunately, the market research firm forecasts revenue will increase 7% annually in
2021 to $110 billion. That outlook, however, is highly dependent on reducing the spread of COVID-19.
Revenue challenges aside, the coronavirus revealed several
key areas that deathcare providers need to address in 2021 to
better serve clients and mitigate the financial impact of the
pandemic. Local and statewide shelter-in-place mandates underscored the importance of significantly upgrading communications technology to interact with clients and families. Workfrom-home mandates exposed gaps in data security as more
employees shared confidential consumer and business data
while working remotely.
Those are just two examples of how our business was impacted
this year. By building upon the lessons learned in 2020, we can
chart a course to greater service and success in 2021 and beyond. Here are four important trends that the deathcare industry should expect in the new year.

Funeral directors and cemeterians, for example, regularly
interact with families digitally in ways they previously did
not imagine, whether it’s by video conference (Zoom or
another virtual application) or by sending secure documents by email. Families in your community are now more
comfortable using digital technology – and that trend will
accelerate in the new year, even after the pandemic. While
face-to-face communication has always been paramount in
providing personalized service, deathcare professionals
should strategize how they extend that level of service to
the virtual world as families increasingly make more purchasing decisions online, including end-of-life planning.
2. More consumers will request transparent pricing data
It is now an accepted fact that most people surf the internet to compare prices when purchasing a product or service. However, those searches often yield limited findings
when consumers look for pricing information on funeral
services. In order to keep up with consumer behavior, that
will have to change in 2021.
Research by the Foresight Companies found that 75% of
consumers strongly or somewhat agree that funeral homes
should offer transparent pricing. Some 52% of respondents
in the Foresight Companies survey also said they would
likely do more business with companies that offer more
pricing information.
Foresight Companies’ findings support the importance of
helping consumers during their buying journey. Offering
easy, online access to prices helps future clients make informed decisions and allows providers to have honest conversations about the quality of services provided and to
build trust with families.
3. More families will purchase preneed services
The pandemic has changed the way consumers view advance funeral arrangements. Pre-COVID-19, 21% of consumers “strongly agreed” that it was important to have funeral arrangements in place, according to the same Foresight Companies survey. That number jumped 43% – to
30% of respondents – since the start of the pandemic.
To meet the growing demand for advance arrangements,
funeral homes should make preneed offerings more accessible by utilizing technology that allows clients to easily preview preneed services and sign contracts directly from the
web — or risk losing business to the competition.
Continued on Page 13
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